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allege Offers Fezzy Thinking '" <"(', '?t1',. <;:
d )00 <1 ITastern Busri e ~ 196'~~;
by ]ohn Smyth BAL Y ANNOUNCES 't U J
its last three meetings, Stu- -'? (',,' '"'
C,""il has not taken any MID EAST STUDIES <,
Oy ;ignifi"nt actions, but -
as passed several measures
en may be of interest to the
ge_consciousKenyon student.
USED BOOK CATALOGUE
be placed in the Peirce Hall
ge and will be in operation
after the beginning of second
esler. Council also recom-
dedthat 11 ride announcement
be placed in Peirce Hall to
mate the confusion of the
ent student bulletin board and
suer communicate the wishes
erspective riders and drivers.
cil then moved to recall-
d that the cigarette machine
circe Hall be relocated and
its place be filled by a trophy
containing various trophies
. scattered about the campus.
other measures concerning
ce Hall, Council passed John
cart's recommendation that
estion before the Sunday
n meal be eliminated by per-
ing students to enter the hall
re 12:15. Council is also de-
ming the desirability of mov-
the time of the meal to 12:00.
Boyer is hiring another wait-
lor the Coffee Shop, which is
ected to open at 1:00 P. M. on
days starting after vacation.
ill Schnall reported that the
yon bus is available for char-
g to New York or any other
ular destination during vaca-
s at the rate of 50c per mile.
tudents to New York would
e to pay only $6 each, and if
ent to Pittsburgh and 20 to
. York, then the New York
d be $9 and the Pittsburgh
would be $2. The trip will
n the 17th or which ever date
est popular.
ICHARD POETKER REPOR.
lor the IFC that a state Fire
shall has inspected the build-
on the campus and found the
ernity lounges in such danger-
disorder that the school's in-
nee policy may be raised or
ked.
its last meeting, Council en-
d Upon a discussion on a-
ding the Council constitution
that substitute members can
at meetings. Although no
ision was reached. President
ett announced that beginning
t semester, Council will en-
e the rule which unseats any
her who misses two consecu-
meetings without a substi-
Kenyon's new Department of Middle Eastern Studies was the sub-
ject of a special assembly last Monday afternoon. Although the pro-
gram will not formally begin until next year, the department is al-
ready offering an introductory course, "The Middle Eastern World,"
under the guise of Religion 27-28. It will be closely connected with
the Great Lakes Colleges Association program of foreign study at the
American University of Beirut.
Kermode has written numer-
ous books and articles, including
a contribution to The Kenyon Re-
view. Probably his most import-
ant book is Romantic: Image. pub-
lished in 1957, dealing with the
dual themes of the isolation of
the modern artist and his use of
the image. Another of his im-
portant work was an analysis of
the poetry of Wallace Stevens.
SPEAKING IN TONES he
characterized as "reminiscent of
the BBC," Professor A. Denis
Baly explained that the Middle
East had been chosen for concen-
tration in the development of a
program of non-western studies
because "it has a history of civili-
zation longer than that of any
other part of the world" and pro-
vides a case study of "the inter-




When I'm Calling You, HOD-HoD-HoD,HOD-HoD-HoD
by Thomas Au
With the escalation of the war in Viet Nam, many local
draft boards have lost close to 50 per cent of their pool of I-A
registrants due to rising enlistments and quotas. The na-
tional draft quotas for December having reached 40,000, draft
boards have become stricter in judging deferment claims and
hav been forced to take a second look at those deferred.
CONTRARY TO MOST FED.
eral programs Washington gives H. S. Presents Auden's Oratorio
local boards much leeway in fill-
ing quotas. National authorities
only define categories and the
general order of preference. Rare-
ly do local boards receive specific
instructions as President John-
son's decree that men married af-
ter August 26 would be classified
as if they were single. The vague AUDEN'S VERSE ORATORIO.
nature of guidelines is indicated which relates the Christmas phe-
by the rule for deferment of bona nomenon to the general theme of
fide students "whose activity in Church and State, will be per-
study is found to be necessary to formed by a company of Kenyon
the national health, safety, or in- students and the Reverend Mr.
terest." The individual board is Rogan. The students, all members
left to decide which students fit of the Kenyon Dramatic Club are:
into this category. James Cowlin, who will direct
The stress on higher .education the presentation: Ed McGUire,
has led to reclassification of some IN HIS EARLIER CAREER.~ Chris Connell, Eric Lindner, and
less successful students to l-A- Jon Schladen. Kermode dealt with 17th century
much to their shock. Many boards literature, principally with John
f d lth h ing b t Doubtless, For the Time Beingace WI c OOSIn e ween a Milton. He has published The
married man and a student of the was chosen for its steady, eloquent
same age who has an erratic study evocation of perilous times. The Living Millon in addition to
record pick the student on the Poem verily rings with portentous works on John Donne and Shake-
d th t hi academic pur announcements of an epochal na-groun s a s L L L- speare. In more recent years,
it tit t din th daft ture like the following,sur s cons 1 u e eva I g e r . Kerrnode has become concerned
OFFICIALS HAVE FOUND These are stirring times for
many students fail to keep local the editors of newspapers; with contemporary writers to a
boards informed of their progress History is in the making; greater degree, but the interest in THE RED EYE OF LOVE, a
(Continued on page 8) Mankind is on the march; 17th century works persists. comedy, was written by somebody____________ '- __ '-- =--=--'-- __ -'- '---' =-- =-- named A. Weinstien and first pro.
duced in New York in 1961. End-
game, on the other hand, is much
more widely known, but more for
its author than for its content.
Written by the same man who
wrote Waiting for Codot and who
brought Buster Keaton back to
stardom in his first cinematic
script entitled FUm. Endgame is a
play with five characters and a
single set. It is described by
Drama Professor Michael Birt-
wistle as "a play which deals with
despair and loneliness," and by
Mrs. Dorothy Longaker, Fine Arts
Secretary, as "one of those far.
out, funny, avant-gardy things:'
Both plays will be performed on
the same program which will run
from March 3 to March 8.
THE LAST PLAY of the season,
Moliere's The Imaginary Invalid.
is a burlesque on hypochondria
and medical practices. Like The
Beaux Stratagem of two years
ago, this play is a French farce
with much horseplay and prat-
falls.
The Imaginary Invalid is sched.
uled to run from April 21 through
April 26.
Children teok second place 10 the canine species last Sunday when
the Wertheimer Fieldheus was Irandormd into a massive kennel for
the presentation of the Gambier Dog Show. (See Picture Story. p. 5)
"Varieties of Modernism" is
the scheduled topic of to-
night's lecture by Dr. Frank
Kermode of the University of
Manchester English depart-
ment. Kermode, according to
Kenyon's Professor Galbraith
Crump, a close friend of Ker-
mode, is the foremost young
critic in England today.
Uncle Sam:
This Sunday morning in the
Church of the Holy Spirit, W.
H. Auden's Christmas Orator-
io For the Time Being will be
presented in lieu of the ser-
mon.
Visiting the United States for
only this semester, Kermode has
been making a series of lectures
from his base at Bryn Mawr. The
week before coming to Kenyon,
he lectured at the University of
Washington. He has served as
Flexner Lecturer in poetry at
Bryn Mawr earlier this semester.
Although the area is the strong-
hold of three major language-
families, Kenyon students will
approach it through the study of
Arabic. Courses in this language
are offered at the American Uni-
versity of Beirut, an institution
which Professor Baly felt able to
recommend highly as "several of
my former pupils are on the
faculty." Courses in English are
also available for those who have
not mastered the language or who
are not majoring in Middle East-
ern Studies.
THE DEPARTMENT will be
introduced gradually, beginning
with one teacher and some basic
courses in Arabic and Middle;
Eastern culture. The effort at all
times will be to approach the area
on its own terms and to reveal its
history, culture and growing sig-
nificance to the modern world.
"Red Eye Of Love"
To Roam Over Hill
Samuel Beckett, an Irish-
man who writes English plays
in France, and Moliere, a
Frenchman who wrote French
plays in jest, are the headlin-
ers of next semester's produc-
tion schedule at the Hill
Theatre.
Gambier Restoration Continues, Undaunted
Cold weather has done little
to slow the progress of con-
struction projects around
Gambier. At one of the main
siles of construction. th~ new
dormitory facilities. alated
for completion July 1st.
thirty-five men. among them
masons. carpenters. electric-
ians and plumbers. have man-
aged to do a great portion of
the outside work on schedule.
The looks of the buildings un-
derway have taken shape and
have been enhanced. by excit-
ing stair-towers at either end
of the buildings.
Construction boss Bill Mey-
ers of Granville. Ohio. when
reached for comment replied.
"About all I can say is that
we're on schedule. Unless it
gets really cold. I don't see
anything getting In our way:'
Robert Schonfeld
George Fa:r:r Commercial
Building rises on the lite of
historic Douqlas Hou.e. A cre-
ation of the Rider Corporation.
the structure will be completely
unadorned. stud&nta Jur'f"illlj(abo
jeded to tbe oriqlnal "Shaker-
colonial" trim.
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SUGGESTION FOR SENATE
The Campus Senate's first performance before a live audi-
ence wins nothing but grave notices from these quarters. No
stars. A bomb. Stinko.
But we suppose it was to be expected. The twenty-some
who clustered in the back row of Philo last Thursday might
have anticipated a pyrotechnic display of verbal outbursts
and exchanges, but all they received was a modest demon-
stration of humbrum efficiency. And that about characterizes
the Campus Senate - humdrum (certainly), efficient (er-
ratically,) and about as dynamic and provocative as the Holy
Order of Elks.
YET THEY DO DISCUSS THINGS. Discuss, discuss, dis-
cuss. Yes, each week the Solons tacitly swear allegiance to
that old Gambier dictum which holds that if you discuss a
problem long enough, that discussion will become a solution
in itself. Quite often, as in the liquor crisis of last year, the
Senate's resolutions lack sharpness a,-?-dlucidity because the
core of the statement is freighted with so much rhetorical
decoration, the extra baggage of discussion.
One way to curtail discussion and promote efficiency by
underlining the immediacy of certain questions was suggested CPC WAS ORIGINALLY
by Mr. James Mauro, a spectator at the open meeting. He up with student morale in
proposed that the Senate publicise in its minutes the votes The committee function, O€!'
In a week or so we will be going home. Two years ago of the student senators. The effect of this move would be to in Article VII of the constitu
h make those student members more responsible to the world was the coordination and OMw en we went home we were still in the pall of the single ation of cultural events far~
event of President Kennedy's assasination. A year ago, when outside the closed doors of the Senate sanctum. And by this entation to the student body,
t h t lk d ith fid t h we do not mean that the student members should react to f It th t ith t d ".we wen ome, we a e WIt con ence 0 is successor as was e a WI as u ent",
the agent of order in the place of the chaos generated by the the wish or whim of the student body, but to its needs. The taking the lead in planninga
young President's death. two quantities don't often coincide; a student senator should ordinated series of eventsfar
be chosen on his ability to remain aware of the latter. sentation to the Kenyonstud
SINCE KENNEDY'S ASSASINATION, things have not the CPC could significantly
d es Iuctd h ONCE THE STUDENTS' NEEDS are adequately repre- crease morale. The constiluseeme as uct as t ey were. Questions of morality took states "the committee shaD
if ld l ti H t thi k £ th lrt sented, the Campus Senate's presence will be more pervasivemam a convo u IOns. . ow are we 0 III 0 e VIr ues intiate such projects and Pro~1
of fighting a war in Viet Nam for a power whose motives are and its sessions more productive. -R. G. F. as it deems in the jnt~r'~t
at best morally ambiguous? Indeed, if a country's motives I-~---------~~~------------ sustaining student morale."
for fighting a war are expressed in no clearer form than the Heln Hocke» To It's Goal What has been brought lID
concensus percentage of a Gallup poll, how is the individual r -J fire is first the propriety of
to adapt himself personally to the national effort? Readers of this issue will note the feature articles on Jim ing a student attempting 10
John F. Kennedy was a robust, healthy man. Yet he died. Foster, '66, Captain of the Hockey Club, which appears on the in the coordinating function,in a sense dictating authorif
With his death and the vagueness of Viet Nam and the un- sports page. faculty, and second the a5SeJ
certainty of one man's gall bladder we have an begun to feel that the CPC has not succeedTHE INCLUSION of an article on ice hockey is in re-a bit unstable. It is as if our aspirations to immortality have its constitutionally definedj
sponse to the feeling of many that the sport, which now ex- t' f ieinati d '"",suddenly tumbled into a fearful consciousness of fatal prox- Ion 0 ongma mg an coer ...
ists on a club basis only as a result of the kindness of a few ing. Thus, it follows that, iJ
imity. dedicated individuals, deserves to be elevated to full team criticism is true, the CPChas!
THE GOVERNMENT CAST this feeling in an official mold t t W h hl feeli £ b Ii h h b ha ed to fulfill its original funrtics a us. e s are t IS ee mg.: or we e reve t at t e clu swhen it escalated the draft call. Now everyone cannot escape d promoting morale.rna e a positive contribution to the extracurricular output
it--our invitation to an uncertain fate. And different poten- of Kenyon College. The committee meeting
tial draftees are responding in different ways, especially col- day will decide on the meri
lege students. There are two attitudes here. One bemoans Last year, for example, the club compiled its first winning the criticism. Dean Edwards
the inevitabilty of the draft call; the other looks forward to season, and in so doing, caught the attention of several pub- stated that one of the main
actively participating in the war against the Viet Congo Both lications devoted to hockey. This year, with the addition of lems involved in the commHt
. work, if it finds the CPCuns
speak of their own situation; both depend on the present sit- some talented personnel from the freshman class, the team factory, would be working0
nation as a means to advertisement of self-interest. promises to be an even greater success. solution. He stated that the~
In either case, the individual's personal conviction is more B T T lest solution would be to nlU HE HOCKEY TEAM cannot promise to deliver : ':certain than the government's. It is an American tradition the operation in the hands
eternally glowing records if it remains in its present state. ffi hi h •to fight wars on abstract principles, whether right or wrong, campus 0 ce w IC can
For one, it is a poverty-stricken organization. Earlier this with authority on the matter
mawkish or sincere. It is evident that this student gener- year, Mr. Foster appeared before the Student Council and scheduling, but no officea
ation has to face something more personal than the abstract pleaded for the necessary funds that would enable the team which is directly related to
'real and present danger" with which our self-consciously type of function.to complete the season. As for next year, no one knows
anti-fascistic or anti-communistic grandfathers and fathers Ir--':::;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;~what the financial situation of the team will be. Presently, II
were concerned. Our worry is one which conspicuously in- I F d
volves ,our own skins. So what do we do? much depends on the personal initiative of the players, who iem: ound on a car
subsidize the team in part with an annual fee of twenty dol- the catalogue of the Ch
TWO YEARS AGO at this time Hemingway's definition of lars per man. Also, because the Athletic Department recog- men Library: "Muck-S
courage as 'grace under pressure' was used to define the nizes the team only unofficially, transportation, meals, and Humus."
positive characteristics of John F. Kennedy's style. This is much of the equipment is provided by the players themselves. 1'1---========1
the type of response we fe el is needed today. And yet how Moreover, the lack of facilities in the area imposes an un~
do we apply this grace. Are we to stoically accept the in- necessary burden on the team, which must trek fifty-five
evitability of the draft and having to fight the war, or are we miles to Columbus twice a week to practice and compete on a
to approve of the war? rink shared by six other teams.
A week ago Sunday the President called for a day of na-
tional prayer for the effort in Viet Nam. But not everyone Therefore, we urge that the College allow due recompense
prayed. Here at Kenyon College, for example, no prayer was to a team which last year alone compiled as many victories
called for simply because personal opinion was considered as football, soccer, and basketball combined. To begin with,
morally more commendable. Unique in history, Americans the club should be elevated immediately to the status of a
are reluctant to think that God is on their side. The very varsity team so that they legitimately qualify for the aid
manner in which the deployment of troops is being managed due any Kenyon team. And, so that we needn't suffer the
connotes an air of professionalism and vacillation, quite un- degradation of playing on the same frozen field with Denison
like the great immediate war effort of past wars. Conse- and Ohio State and Wesleyan, the College might include in
quently, concensus is impossible in an affair which is being its building plans for the next eight years the construction of
conducted without any tangible unanimity of purpose. and indoor artificial skating rink. Such a facility would
GRACE UNDER PRESSURE implies confidence of con- serve a ·dual function: it would provide a breeding ground
viction. The government, with its vagueness of conviction, for a hockey team of the future that could compete with the
has set a poor example for individuals who must seek their major midwestern schools; and also, the recreational value
own grace under pressure. If Peace On Earth is unattain~ of a skating rink and its potential importance in our pro-
able, at least Peace of Mind about conflict should be within gram of physical education should not be too lightly consid-
reach. R. G. F. and F. S. L. ered. -R. G. F.
The Kenyon Collegian
A fortnightly Journal of Student Opinion
Box 308 Gambier, Ohio 42.7·4911
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"An Austrian scientist has come out with the announcement
thut there is no such thing as a one-hundred per cent male and
a one-hundred per cent female. If this is true, it is really a big






Criticism recently aimed j
Calendar Planning Comrni~
led to the Campus SenateI
tion of a special committl!l!~
amine the C'pC. ~
THE CRITICISMORIGUl'I,
in a memorandum from tb
tureship committee to th:.;
listing three principal faUlts
the CPC operation. Citedfirst
the statement that CPC serv
planning function, secondly,
a student should not be edit
the calendar, and thirdly thai
CPC as it now exists dOesnll1
fer significantly from the old
lege calendar.
The senate sub-comrni
headed by Dean ThomasEdw
will meet to consider the
cismsTuesday, Dec.7. Also
ed to the committee are the
lain, Mr. Donald Rogan,




Kindly cancel my subscrip
for this year; if lowe youfO;,
single copies received so ...
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RUTH ABOUT ASG
Michael Abramson 'POET FOUND TOUCHING
o ti'leEditor:
Ihave just read your lead story
I october 22, 1965 concerning the
ational Student Association and
he Associated Student Govern-
cnts. Last summer r attended the
sth National Student Congress
:Madison,Wisconsin as student
n y president of American Uni-
'ersity. During the Congress r
pokewith representatives of ASG
well as NSA because I was one, "
I four observers from our urn-
ersity assigned to determine the
orth of these organizations and
eportour findings to the student
dy before a referendum was
eld on September 29th & 30th.
I WOULD LIKE to share with
ou SClrneof the conclusions I
ached from the Congress and
rom familiarizing myself with
nese organizations. I would like
comment upon some of the
lnts raised in the article in the
olleqian.
First, a system of proportional
presentation is used by NSA
ased on the size of the student
ody represented by the student
overnment. Each school does
ot have an equal vote regardless
f size as stated in the Collegicm
rtide.
THE PRINCIPAL CHARGE
gainst NSA "that it is overly
oncemedwith politics,' is, I be-
'eve, untrue. Approximately
wenty per cent of the Congress
'as devoted to national and in-
ernational affairs while 80 per
ent was directly concerned with
e problems of campuses. NSA
s the only national organization
I students in the United States
oncerned with political affairs
ndoffering an alternative to stu-
ents around the world different
rom the Soviet-backed Helsinki
outh Festival and thc planned
lgiers Youth FestivaL NSA pro-
ides a valuable service to the
ludents and the government of
he United States by informing
creign students of the beliefs and
ttitudes of Americans. Students
broad want to know what the
'nunger generation in America is
mnltingand that generation has
nobligation to them and to itself
o inform the world of the
oughts of he soon-to-be leaders
f the "free" world.
by Fred. Waitlkin
College dramatic productions are often sad events, as inexperienced
actors, skimpy financial budgets, and despairing directors combine
to force the finest dramatic writing to its knees, whimpering. Such
was not the case with the dramatic dub's recent production of Eugene
O'Neill's A Touch of the Poet ... For James Michael and cast caught
hold of Eugene O'Neill's boisterous humor and delicate pathos and
did not relinquish their hold throughout the four acts. Their audi-
ence left the Hill Theater feeling that it had seen a play.
O'NEILL'S PLAY revolves a- Sara, and his daughter, Nora
round allegedly aristocratic immi- function as foils, giving proper ac-
grant, Cornelius Melody, who. al- cent to his poetic psychology.
Sara's disdain provokes him into
though sinking into a condition fit, of a bi ltd .- t"m Iva en emons...a Ion,
of drunken poverty and associa- and Nora's comprehensive under-
tion with the least noble of the standing encompasses the full
natives, has nontheless retained range of his complexity, and it
a clear although somewhat ampli- is through her eyes that we see
flied vision of his aristocratic Cornelius Melody as a whole per-
son. She says to Sara, "I can
past and his heroic action at the see the young lad has touch of
battle of Talavera. O'Neill's char- the poet in him, just like your
acter is not the figure of aristocra- father."
tic ruin we find in Faulkner, but
rather has a fine hwnan quality
about him despite his dissipation.
Even while his illusions of grand-
eur goad him into a display of
arrogance, his present degenerate
condition, working on a sensitive
conscience, is beginning to temper
the arrogance; and in the same
breath he displays embarrassed.
humility. One might say that the
real Cornelius Melody exists
in between these awkward de-
monstrations. Both his wife,
Episcopalian in Today's WorleL
Mr. Rogan wrote back that he
knew he could find any number of
Kenyon students who would love
to attend such a conference - but
not out of any concern about the
rector's topic. "He was concerned
about a Reformation which took
place 400years ago and has lost its
relevance in the 20th century."
"The Reformation formula that
speaks of the Church as 'always
being reformed' was a somewhat
late discovery, and even later is
its discovery by some Roman
Catholic theologians today. But a
truly Protestant Church will free
itself from the delights of protest-
ing against historic evils and look
first in itself, then in the world
around, for evils more threatening
to be fought. Another example of
this would be the fiak which goes
up whenever anything changes in
the church, often accompanied by
the information that the Rector or
the Chaplain is trying to make us
like the so and so's. I was once
asked in all seriousness by a par-
Iahoner someplace else if I was
part of a conspiracy she had heard
about that was planning the
merger of the Episcopal Church
with the Catholic Church - a
sort of 007 of the Vatican. It was
difficult to explain to her that she
was asking the question of other
reformations than the one which
concerns me."
A TOUCH OF THE POET was
the best production that Kenyon
has seeen in a long while. Mr.
Michael's rich yet subtle inter-
pretation filtered up through the
impeccably well timed lines, ap-
propriate staging and sensitive
Characterizations to capture and
delight his audience. He created
an atmosphere vibrant with possi-
bilities, and Judith Goodhand and
Ruth Scudder seized the hour.
Miss Goodhands's fiery perform-
ance of the passionate and proud
Sara Melody was unhindered. by
the brogue which she put on and
took off as easily as gloves. She
was seductive despite her shrew-
ish defenses, a reminder of the
beauty her mother once was. Ruth
Scudder never faltered in the dif-
ferent character parts of the ser-
enly pathetic, homey, and good-
natured Nora. Her twisted rheu-
matic stance bespoke her humility
and suffering, and her ability to
"swing with" her husband's rapid-
fire shifts of mood, was a delight
to watch. These two women kept
the pace fast and alert, climaxing
their parts in Act IV with a tragi-
comic scene bristling in crossed
emotions. At times John Ander-
son gave Cornelius Melody all the
pomp, elegance, and pathos that
O'Neill intended him to have.
But occasionally he was unable
to resolve the role's duality, find-
ing it difficult to realistically hwn-
ble himself after a convincing
show of arrogance. Bruce Robin.
son was a convincing Jamie Cre-
gan. Marjarie Henshaw strug-
gled, a bit out of breath, putting
across Deborah's eccentricities.
The positions taken by NSA on
articular issues should be dis.
ussed, but if non-member schools
gree with the attitudes of
ose students who are members
f the organization, it is their
uty and their prerogative to join
he organization and attempt to
end abroad a more accurate re-
ection of student opinion in the
nitedStates-if indeed the opin-






Kenyon's new chaplain, the Reverend Donald Rogan, is a
quiet man who lives amidst noise and confusion. Only when
there is momentary lull in this furor is the Rogan household
suitable for quiet pursuits. Such occasions usually occur late
at night, and this is when the chaplain and Mrs. Rogan allow
their frazzled nerves to recover from the day's activities. Mr.
Rogan listens to music, primarily country and western music -
"classical country western music, before it become rock and
roll, music of the Hank Williams genre;" and read William
Faulkner, Nikos Kazantzakis, and Isaac Baschevis Singer.
BUT IF THE CHAPLAIN wish-
es to concentrate on academic
matters during the day, he is us-
ually forced to use his office, for
he is not the master of his house.
Four young children and two do.
mestic animals keep the house-
hold in a perpetual state of cele-
bration, as is evidenced by the
following remarks made by the
chaplain during an interview with
him at his home: "Pete, either get
that football helmet out of the
oven or turn the oven off broil!'!
"Lynn, why did you leave a glass
of skim milk in the middle of the
kitchen floor where Daddy could
kick it over?" "John! Eddie! Don't
play soccer with Daddy'S Greek
lexicon!" These four, plus their
dog Hilda and their cat Thomas,
turn the Rogan household into a
six ring circus.
from my discussions with them,
that some of those leaders are out
to destroy NSA more than to
build a parallel non-political or-
ganization.
Amid the bewildering array of
lecture series presented. by the Io,
cal academic moguls who manage
such affairs, Faculty Lectures
have come to be known as elabor-
ate and rather dull versions of
What I Did Last Summer. How-
ever, in an apparent attempt to
repeat the plaudits awarded last
year's feature of Professor Daniel
Finkbeiner performing upon the
diggery-doo (a skill he picked up
. on a trip throug Austrailia) the
T~ MEMBERSHIP FEE 1I1 Lectureship Committee this year
NSA IS $15.00 for one year. I be· scheduled Physics Professor
lieve that is a worthy investment Franklin ("Merlin") Miller in a
for any student government to lecture _demonstration entitled:
make especially in order to join The Concept of the Sm9le.Con-
on a trial basis and allow the or- cept FUm.
ganization to prove itself.
PROFESSOR MILLER did not
diScuss what he did last summer;
he discussed what he did during
his last sabbatical. It seems that
he decided that too many class
periods were being wasted by
the great unwillingness to solve
them - which is, in a sense, the
greatest problem of all."
MR. ROGAN RETURNED to
New York in 1962as a tutor and
fellow at G. T. S., chaplain to an
Episcopal nunnery known as the
"Sisters of the Holy Spirit," and
lecturer in theology at Windham-
house. He also took part in a
seminar between clergymen and
psychiatrists which explored the
relationship between psychology
and religion.
THE EARLIER YEARS of the
chaplain's life were somewhat
orderly. He graduated from Mor-
ris Harvey College in Charleston,
West Virginia, majoring in chem-
istry and working simultaneously
for the DuPont Corporation. Im-
mediately after his graduation he
went to General Theological Sem-
inary in New York City, and
later took a year of graduate
study at St. Augustine's College at
Canterbury.
The Kenyon position appealed
to Mr. Rogan largely because he
would be involved in the Depart-
ment of Religion. He much pre-
fers teaching to the parish priest.
hood because "I neither Iike nor
am good at getting people to do
the things that have to be done to
keep a volunteer organization like
a parish going."
IALSONOTICED that the CoI-
egicmchose to quote positions
hatwere outdated and no longer
rt of the NSA story. I would
illt out that any person can find
mething to disagree with in any
.rganization,the question at hand
WhetherNSA is on the whole,
n balance, going to be an asset
the students and student gov~
n'Unentof American University
r of Renyon College. It is my
rrn conviction that NSA is a
l1!atasset to my administration
t AU this year and can be to any
ther College or university with
e creativity to make full use of
heir POtential
ASQ is a young group, uncon-
e~ed with politics, that hu
eltner the material nor human
I 'NUrces to approach the ability
SA to serve a particular cam-
~Us. I do not doubt the sineerety
,. th Which ASG leaders are at.
"'ll'I tinti P g to provide an alterna.
ve to :N'SA. I do feel, however,
While serving as a parish priest
and chaplain at West Virginia
University in Morgantown, west
Virginia, Mr. Rogan was elected as
a Democrat to the Morgantown
city council. "1 ran as an Episco-
pal clergyman. Morgantown is a
city about the size of Mansfield,
and my experience on the city
council was a real existential
awakening for me. I saw the
magnitude of the problems faced
by a small city government and
The CHAPLAIN FEELS that
widespread experimentation is
long overdue in the church; the
church must always be reformed.
He tells the story of an Episcopal
rector whose parish is near Lake
Erie College and who wrote to the
chaplain earlier this year suggest-
ing that several of Kenyon's more
prominent Episcopal students
journey to Painesville to explore,
with a group of Lake Erie stu-
dents, The Relevance of Being an
THE DRAMATIC CLUB'S per.
formance gained momentum as it
progressed through its four acts.
Its audience was thouroughly en.








the use of traditional and expen-
sive science films which tend to
be lengthy, mediocre and often
partially irrelevant. Realizing
that "one class is equal to one
micro-century," he conceived of a
series of short (under three mtn-
utes) silent fUms which a teacher
could use as a sort of "special
blackboard" to display quickly
and in the "external context" he
wished some phenomenon not
readily observable under normal
class conditions. Obtaining a grant
from the American Association of
Physics Teachers, he adjourned to
Ohio State and converted his con-
cept into reality.
As a special treat, Professor Mil-
ler slipped a print of a film by
"My Son, the Filmmaker" in be-
tween "Radioactive Decay" and
"Measurement of G." This film,
a prize.winning satiric treatment
. of Ohio State football has "had
Before showing his films, Pro- the honor of being banned in Co-
fessor Miller fiddled with the lumbus."
loudspeaker system (''Nothing
wrong here that a touch of Basic
Course V can't cure.") and shuf·
fl.ed through "half a deck" of lee·
ture notes as he explained the
theory and technique behind sci.
entific film-making.
THOUGH SLIGHTLY incom-
prehensible to the non--scientist,
the fUm clips were interesting
both in content and technique.
The scientific theories were pre.
sented in terms of a clever dem.
onstration which was then repeat.
ed several times under different
conditions.
IN COHCLUSIOH he demon_
strated. the ease with which the
films can be projected. "'Why,
even a humanities professor can
do it," he exclaimed.
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Is Batman a Social Butterfly?
CRITIC CAMPS OUT IN
CLEVELAND WITH BATMAN
suspicious of the Batman-Robin
relationship. Said Dr. Frederick
Wertham: "[it is) a wish dream
of two homosexuals living to-
gether." Like Leslie Fiedler on
MQBYDICK, he seems just to be
missing the point. In Melville's
great epic, the close friendship of
Queequeg and Ishmael - which
Fiedler views as homosexual -
is, like the Batman-Robin rela-
tionship in the Hillyer epic, not at
all homosexual but rather sym·
bolic of the union of two dil>parate
cultures or background!>. Robin,
of course, does have a natural
adolescent envy of his friend's
overtly heterosexual activities: al ,
though Bruce tries to bring him
along on all his dates, Dick never;
theless flies into an awful temper
when Bruce cancels their plans to
go to the polo matches so that
they may accompany the delect-
able Lucy on a trip to find her
Uncle Martin. It is a tribute to
the great taste and skill of actor
Douglas Croft, a short boy with a
massive shock of brown curls,
that he so well communicates
Dick's/Robin's deep affection for
Bruce/Batman without once mak-
ing them seem in any way un-
natural.
Perhaps someday a discussion
will be had at something ap-
proaching adequate length of Lam
bert Hillyer's mise on £Cene in
BATMAN. There is time and
space here only to point out that
although Hillyer did not pioneer
the concept of the non-functional
camera, he uses it to its fullest po-
tential and then beyond-no one,
with the possible exception of Al-
bert Zugsmith, has ever used it
so well, and I expect that on one
shall ever again. His camera is
static, completely motionless.
Then, of a sudden, it will quickly
pan, picking up for a moment a
significant line or a gleam in the
eye that tells all. Then it will a-
gain retreat, forcing the spectator
to participate, doing no work for
there is essentially more in the
crime but against the insidious
homefront subversion of the Jap-
anese during World War II. The
plot is as lyrically simple as THE
ILIAD. The sinister Dr. Daka (J.
Carroll Naish)
most bumble lervcmt
01 the emperor Huohtto.
ruler of the ni9'bt.
prlnce of all the .tllft
plots to destroy the war effort of
Gotham City by capturing a ship-
ment of radium vital to national
security and the whole war effort.
Daka and his army of zombies
(significantly, famed scientists
whom he has captured, tortured,
transformed and bent to his male-
volent will) plot sabotage and
murder with horrendous precision
to make way for "the Dew order."
Bruce and Dick know nothing of
the final source of all the mean-
ingless violence exploding around
them; they react in the only way
they can. "Bru - elsa," says Dick
with his light lisp, "this is a job
for Batman and Rob - bin!"
HILLYER'S BATMAN is an al-
legorical rendering of the Indom-
itable American spirit, threatened
by alien forc-es, crippled by in-
ternal treachery, but victorious
nonetheless. The film's omnipot-
ent narrator, a kind of hard-boiled
Caedmon, refers at the very be-
ginning to "the shifty-eyed Japs,"
establishing at once what will be-
come the movie's major theme.
"Why," says Lucy Page, the cap-
tured heroine, to Dr. Daka, "you,
're a JAP!" "Oh," says an en-
snared Batman in Chapter XIV to
the evil genius, "a lap, huh?" But
Daka is even more-he is a para-
site, very real and present threat,
regardless of race and religion, to
American life. His ultimate and
inevitable defeat is a direct ana-
logue of the complete invulner-
bility of America.
Taken together, Batman (played
with appropriate stature and
grace by Lewis Wilson) and Robin
(the ineffable Douglas Croft) are
ideal symbols of the American
social structure. Bruce Wayne,
Batman's everyday disguise, is a
b Ashb Denoon lazy, rather cowardly millionaire;
Th D Y f W
Ymen at the State Dick Grayson, Robin's nom ordin-
e ean 0 0 -··f homeless.dUniversity of New York at Buf- f;I.U~, ISa war ,a orne ess, rmpec-
I d > d h ,_.. ,- worn UDIOUS orphan whom Bruce takes by George Hufffa 0 a vise eac ,U.,.,.uuan • . .
d > > tati t "become m as his ward. Thus do the two L t S d > th Gan urmg or~en on 0 ~ "extremes of American life form as un ay evemng, e am-
all that she IS capable of being. to make a perfect team. Robin is bier community crowded enthus-
She enumerated the ways she. deed "th Iittl "Wh iastically into the Church of the
> h t 'ti Irti In e e man. en- HIS > >t t 1 thshould realize e~. po en a . es ever the Dynamic Duo bound into 0 y pu-r 0 we come e
"intellectually spiritually philo- Christmas season with the annual, .' . a room to confront a common en-
sophically, culturally, religiously, emy Robin rushes unafraid to the Advent Concert, undoubtedly the
ially o-d phy~i"'ally" Concern ' most .."ioyable assembly of theSOCI ..... " .... - heaviest, meanest most mencing ~ ....
> h '··t sh t·ced "Too ' year, and in some ways, an aston·mg er lit-" way, e no 1., tough in the place and throws a
many freshmen let tJ:!ell' health punch which, if it lands at all, ishing one. We were seated to the
fall down by not. getting enou.gh generally has precious little effect. strains of the Brass Choir, playing
sleep. It seems life gets more ill- The tough then responds by rap- a lively selection from Handel's
teresting after ten o'clock." ping Robin such a severe blow in Water Music which was, happily
• • • • • the face that he sends the lad sail- enough, performed to more than
satisfaction by this traditionallyTHE OTTERBEIN PHYS. ED. ing at least ten feet across the weak ensemble. But certainlydepartment notified a Parma, room, where he lies crumpled and the most pleasing surprise of theOhio sophomore that if he didn't unconscious in a quivering heap. evening was the famous Telemann
cut his long hair he would fhmk Yet whenever Batman is in peril Suite for Flute and Strings in A
phys ed. Rather than fail, the of his life, it is always Robin, the minor, a late-Baroque master-
student withdrew. The campus little man, who saves him. In piece, and the flute solo, played
newspaper defended his "hairy" Chapter XIV, the Cowled Cru- by freshman Albert Friday, was
rights, noting that failure to "con- saqer is imprisoned in a room nothing short of delightful. With
form the image of the "All-Amer- where the walls, made of three- the exception of several instances
ican Boy''' does not justify fail- foot metal stakes, close slowly on of misphrasing and shortness of
ure in the course. him. "Bru - dss," yells Robin to breath, his reading was quite
• • • • • his benefactor, "where are you?" elegant; it had warmth and son-
THE DEFIANCE "DEFEND- "Down here, Robin," bellows Bat- ority, and his execution of the
er" had a front page story head- man in reply, "help m.e." The re- many ornaments and embellish-
lined "Modernity": A little boy re- sourcefu~ lad hands hIm a crow- ments in the score was amazingly
turning from Church School was bar, which the Maske:t Marvel precise without becoming tedious
asked by his father what he had ~ac~s.bttwe~ the cl~sm~ ~~ or overbearing. Apart from the
learned that morning. The boy J~SkIn /me .pre~en ahiun 11 String Ensemble's unfortunate
.d th teacher told them of s a es rom plercmg s ,:"e - characteristic lack of depth and
Sal ,e. . muscled body. Batman climbs
Moses s leadmg the Israelites out out of the room, and he and Robin clarity, the only element missing
of Egypt, and how they cro~sed have a joyful reunion. in the suite was a continuo.
the Red Sea on a pontoon bndge THERE ARE THOSE who are ALMOST EQUALLY surprising
they carried along. Seeing the --cccc~-;:--.,.,.-;:--c---;:--c-,: was the perfonnance of the
Egyptians right behind them, they you?' "No," said the boy, "but if Chapel Choir under the direction
dynamited the bridge. The father I told it the way the teacher told of Dr. Lendrim. Especially in the
replied, 'Now, son, are you sure it to us, you wouldn't believe it "Alleluia" chorus from the Bach
that is the what the teacher told either!'" cantata, the singing was unusual-
by 10hn Cocks
The recent and gratifyingly
successful revival of Lambert
Hillyer's BATMAN (1943) of-
fers not only the obvious op-
portunity to relive once again
the evocative adventures of
the Cow led Crusader, but the
chance also to observe the
magnificent Douglas Croft at
his very best, to see for your-
self why Mac Mahon has call-
ed producer RUdolph C. Flot-
how "the most vital creative
sensibility Hollywood ever
produced," and to realize fin-
ally - with no room for de-
bate - that Lambert Hillyer,
if only on the strength of this
fever-dream allegory of evil,
emerges as merely one of the
greatest melteurs en scene the
cinema has known.
IT IS BY NOW AS PAINFUL-
ly redundant to argue the artistic
validity of the film serial as it is
to debate whether the cinema it-
self is an art form. As long ago
as 1915, Louis Feuillade in THE
VAMPIRES turned the demand-
ingly episodic serial form into a
series of noble, echoing chapters
much like the separate books of
an epic. Blind academic prejudice
against the serial fonn prevented
proper recognition of THE
VAMPIRES until the past two or
three years, when testamonlals
from several prominent film-
makers-including an important
one from Alain Resnais---placed it
at last and forever on a cinematic
Mt. Olympus. With this revival
of BATMAN, it is time for THE
VAMPIRES to make room.
Like it or not, Hillyer has put
the American epic on film. Bruce
Wayne and his ward Dick Gray-
son, united as Batman and Robin,
are warriors not only against
OUTSIDE THE MICROCOSM
Advent Concert Adjudged 'Astonishing
WithSigns OilersRutter
Kenyon College, which each year sends numerable f
agents to the bush leagues of law, language, and literatun
now boasts a genuine big-timer.
JOHN RUTTER, Kenyon's football star, was signed as
free agent by the Houston Oilers of the AFL on November21
Since the AFL college draft was postponed one week to N
vember 27, John was signed in Kansas City where he was in
vited to attend Houston's game with the Kansas City Chief,
John's status requires him to attend the Oiler's straining cam
in July for which he was paid a nominal bonus. He was
formally drafted because he came from such a small and rela
tively unknown college. The Oilers are interested in John
a pass receiver. "I hav:e been interested in the prospect 0
playing pro ball since I first heard of their interest in me
about one year ago," John said, who is eagerly awaiting nex
July.
story than the telling, and Hillyer
and his sympathetic producer
Rudolph C. Flothow, were smart
enough to realize this. They let
the tale tell itself, and in so doi
they produced an epic of Now, a
once drawing from the past
mirroring the future.
ly full and clear, despite the
heavily polyphonic score. The
pauses and phrasing as well as
the dynamics were well-handled
and generally effective, certainly
an improvement from their per-
formance at last year's concert. Of
particular interest was a piece for
double choir by Volckmar Leis-
ring entitled "0 Filii et Filiae"
written in the best tradition of the
Italian Renaissance period.
As usual, the selections by the
Kenyon Singers, "The Boar's
Head Carol" and three other
carols, seemed to this reviewer to
be totally inappropriate for the
occasion, although acceptably
sung.
VIVALDI TAILORED most of
his works to specific available
soloists, to be performed for a
specific event, and the Depart-
ment of Music likewise has chosen
such a work, his cantata "Gloria,"
to exploit the talents of three
soloists: sopranos Esther Sillars
and Ann Pierce, and alto Judith
Ellis. Vivaldi relied heavily
upon full chorus in this work, and
it was unfortunate that the Mix.
ed Choir was so inconsistent. The
first 2 choruses are large sprawl-
ing works which were sung with-
out enough clarity and definition,
and in the chorus, "Domine
Deus," the alto soloist could hard-
ly be heard for the exuberance of
the choir. The String Ensemble
was again too hollow-sounding
and inarticulate to be effective.
The lack of continuo for the duets
and solo is inexcusable in
case, since an organ accompaoi
ment would have been appropn
ate. Two choruses, "Gratias agi
rnus" and "Domine Fili" we
superbly performed.
It was a thoroughly entertain
ing experience, not so muchfo
its musical quality or virtu
performances, but for the llnplici




Chaplain of the college, hasr
cently held two inform8
meetings for students of othe
than the Episcopal faith.
ON WEDNESDAY.December
Mr. Rogan hosted a gathering
Roman Catholic students. The
discussed the problems facingth
contemporary Catholic in theUgh
of the Ecumenical movementan
the renovation that has gone0
under Pope John and the preseJl
Pope, Paul Montini.
The previous week, the Cba
lain presented 11 Jewish s1lI
dents with a paper that he
done on the resolution of theVaU
can Council that, in words at Ie
exonerated the Jews of the dea
of Christ.
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mbier Dog Show A Dada Spectacle
by Richard G. Freeman
It is difficult for one to enjoy oneself in an understanding way at a dog show if one holds
'real notions of what a dog is: affectionate, slobbering.anatomically frank, loud and stink-
. For the dog show bodies forth quite a different portrait of the hound: impersonal, anti-
tic, posed just right, reeking of lavender. Show dogs do not kiss; they steal a few furtive
at the spectator's hand before the owner-martinet hauls back on the leash.
Sf SUNDAY. the entire in-
s of the Wertheimer Field-
se were given over to just
a display - the Gambier
Show.Extending from rnorn-
to late afternoon, the show
eli the ability of representative
nds of many breeds to do the
gs that ordinary dogs don't do
nd the house. There were
ieocetrials, in which the dogs
judged on their grace and
sh in running, sitting, and
king (all on command); and
dogs were marked on their
grooming and general ap-
ranee and, presumably, their
urance while striking that
dard pose that all show dogs
supposedto assume and which
s closeto rigor morlis as you
get. •
wouldbe false to assume that
dogs do not perceive the pres-
ofthe moment. One example
hecompetitive tension work-
onboth canine and owner was
riledon the afternoon of the
A young and slim fellow
airinghis Pekingese, cradling
furry pellet in his arms ap-
ntly in preparation for the
heat. The owner was tense.
dogwas tense. The dog re-
d its tension. The owner
ked,"You F--- bastard!",
he liquid seeped into his cash-
sweater.
NO THERE IS GOODNESS,
os, and congeniality at a dog
w. For a few moments Sun-
the air rang with agonized,
ntlike cry of a Siberian hus-
a kind of falsetto moan. The
, after being cracked on the
uta rew tim" by it, master, ~~~~i>I1BIl!lIl!lIl!l§jIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIl!lIiiilIiiilIl!lIl!lIl!lf)]j Il!lll!l f)]jll!lll!lll!lll!lll!lll!lll!lll!lll!lll!lll!l
ered itself on its haunches and
t slowly. The owner explain-
"She'snever been this way be-
l wish she'd stop being such
ad little girl!l"
crowd of women, all highly
orated and consequently in-
inguishable from their porn-
and powdered poodles, clus-
d around a springer spaniel.
ew men walked over. Sudden-
an obese, sweating, red-haired
n wearing a light purple
ek, burst through the crowd
yelled,"Oh Butchie! it's been
ocoh long! Where have you
?" the men looked at one an-
er as the woman knelt down
fairly enveloped the spaniel.
EVERALCHILDREN attend-
the show. They seemed de-
ed and conspicuously bored..
e mother was seen feeding her
malwith one hand and plug.
a bottle into her baby with
other. One creature was in
age and the other in a play-
PHOTOS BY MIKE ABRAMBON
THE EVIDENCE OF THIS dis- "Steps to Peace, Stop the Bomb-
sent was illustrated by the March ings," "War Erodes the Great So-
ciety," "Honor the 1954 Geneva
on Washington to Protest the War Accords," "Honor Peace, Stop
in Vietnam, held on Saturday, Bloodshed, and Bring the G. 1's
November 27, 1965. The March Home," were the most abundant
began at 11:00 in front of the placards carried by the marchers.
White House; by 12:30 the side- A few people blamed President
walks were crowded on all sides Johnson himself for the war, and
carried tattered. "Lyndon Johnson,
of the Presidential mansion. Pious Hypocrite" signs. And a
Thirty-five thousand people were young Negro group used the
,:_~ .cth:::;,re~' lmarch for a different protest:
Th "Deacons here, Klan beware!"
e following appeared in a column entitled. Mein Musings, Yet such digressions from the ba-
eature of the Mt. Union Dynamo written by Peggy D'Isi- sic purposes of the march were
roo We feel that this tender meditation best reflects the ineffective and infinitesimal
d of the present college generation:
Lastyear I learned that if you hate someone you hate yourself, and
oreyou can begin to love someone you must love yourself. At-
Ptingto practice this isn't easy; since I live in a girl's dorm there
Iboundto be times when students can get irritating. Some people
I step all over you and by not showing them that it bothers you
y will continue to take advantage of you. You can grow to hate
eonethis way, but, remember, if you hate someone you hate your-
for your attitude is refteced in how you act.
Wheredoes this kind of philosophy lead you? With two homo-
OUgalternatives. One, avoid people because you like them so
thoThis may sound ironical, but it isn't. For instance, let's say
attend a mixer and hear someone gossiping about someone else.
t can be irritating, so wouldn't it have been better if you stayed
You:room and read a book? Hence, I love people so much that
gOingto stay in and read.
Point two, it is ethical to love yourself more. You want to like
PIe,remember, and you must like yourself before you can like
~' so yOUbetter like yourself more. Right?
ow's this for an honest answer when declining an invitation:
msorry, but you see, I love people so much that I'd rather stay in
dormtonight, and if it hadn't been that I loved myself more, I'd
er have seen the good in you."
Viet Nam March A Panorama Of Peaceful Protesters
Many local marchers were awe-
struck by the distance others had
traveled to Washington. "There
are some people from Los An-
geles." "Did you see the large
group from Seattle?" "And the
group from the University of
Chicago faculty?" "Did you know
that Antioch has three hundred.
students here?"
IT WAS CALM in Washington; with Were there as part of a ser-
hardly what would be expected ious protest, and not just for the
at a demonstration-a protest. But show. They were clergymen, and
there was some violence. Mem-
bers of Norman Rockwell's Amer- Brooklyn Bricklayers for Peace,
Ican Nazi party tried to attack the and the Veterans for Peace. They
marchers, but hastily removed by were people from the vast ex-
the Capital police. A young man panse of American life, united
who had recently lost a brother under the common banner of stop-
in Vietnam attempted to rip a
Bag of the National Liberation ping an unjust war.
Front carried by some unamusing It was a quiet march, and after
marcher. The local motorcycle reading the press coverage one
gangs were out in full force, but wonders of it wasn't too quiet. As
were closely watched by the po- far as most newspapers were con,
lice. They were hardly frighten.
ing _ a far cry from the Hell's cerned, the march never really
Angels who attacked a peace happened. Various reports claim-
march in California last Oct.ober- ed the march to be sparsely at-
and you could only laugh when a tended, and drawing its support
seedy-looking character wearing from "socialist factions" of New
an iron cross spun away from the
march on a 90cc. Honda. The re- York and Washington. The newa-
maining hostilities came from a papers responded. to the march
group of young men supposedly with silence, only confirming an
representing the local G.O.P. In oft-quoted statement by U Thant:
addition to signs favoring govern- "In times of war cmd. hoatWu..,
ment policy, they bore invitations the mit c:asua:lty lAtndh.""
of "Free Kerosene and Matches to Ir~====::~=::=::~~===,
the Peace Creeps and Draft. \1
Dodgers."
by Tom Doepken
ALL MORNING THE CROWDS
slowly marched. circular patterns
along the wide Washington side-
walks, conversing with the people
nearest them. And this was quiet
conversation. "Look at all these
people. It's wonderful, isn't it?"
"They say it's this crowded on the
other side of the White House,
too." "Maybe now they'll know to
stop the war."
The demonstration culminated
in a slow walk from the White
House to the theater located be-
low the Washington Monument,
where such speakers as Dr. Ben-
jamin Speck, Norman Thomas,
Mrs. Martin Luther King, and
SDS President Carl Oglesby de-





WHO WERE THESE PEOPLE I~===E======~
who protested the war? They
were students and faculty; elder. PAUL"S FLOWERS
ly women and balding men; young CORSAGES - CARDS
couples with their children. They publle aquan
were the Greenwich Village hip. 3.. 4025
pies; but even the hippies I spoke IL J
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Robert SChonfeld LORD CAGERS WIN 2 OF FIRST 3
Kenyon's Dick Fox reaches for rebound over the head of
Wooster ace Buddy Harris, Fox had a tough time of it against
t-he-smooth Harris and' the rest of the Wooster forecourt - he
fouled out early in the second half. Other Kenyon players
coming to assist Fox in the picture are Marty (left) and Par-
~eltte .(~).
The Kenyon Lords. sparked
by the strong rebounding of
Sophomores Terry Parmelee
and Dick Fox. and the sensa.
tional clutch shooting of fresh·
man John Dunlop withstood. a
second half surge to gain their
first Ohio Conference victory.
a 78·67 vanqulshment of Cap.
ftal Unlversity.
After buildinQ up a comfort-
able first half lead of ....-33. the
Lords were forced to come
hack early in the second half
after their lead had been cut
to one point.
Dunlop, Parmelee Excel In Home Opener
by Harold Basel
The Kenyon Lords opened this basketball season with a
resounding 92-77 victory over the Wilmington Quakers on
December 2 at home. Led by John Dunlop and Terry Par-
melee, the Lords took a commanding lead early in the game
and never relinquished it. Good shooting, a fine defense and
consistent heads-up play were the key to our victory.
AFTER DICK FOX made our
first field goal, Dunlop and Par-
melee took charge and overcame a
short lived Wilmington lead. Dun-
lop displayed his talents as he
scored from the top of the key,
the corner and on a driving lay-
up. It was obvious that Dunlop
deserved the attention paid to him
as he controlled the ball well and
made several defensive stalls. His
passes to Parmelee were quickly
converted into :field goals as Par-
melee was deadly on long jump-
ers, making eight in the first half.
Ed Shook, the other guard, was
similarly effective, offensively and
defensively. His steals set up sev-
eral scores and he converted marry
Wilmington errors into Kenyon
SCOTS SMOTHER LORDS; DUNLOP HITS 29
The Kenyon Lords, in the sec-
ond game of thetr ' 1965~66 Ohio
Conference basketball schedule
played host to the powerful
Wooster Scots, pretenders to the
crown .of the defending champion
Akron, . 'and the Lords were
Soundly beaten 74-51. Wooster,
with an all veteran lineup, domin-
ated every phase of the game
against the green Lords, and only
a brilliant individual performance
by freshman guard John Dunlop
prevented the game from becom-
ing a complete raul
THE GAME OPENED quite
slowly for both teams' offenses
and Kenyon managed to stay up
wi"th the Scots until midway in
the first half. Both teams were
cold from the field but the Lords
looked extremely tight, forcing
shots and commiting numerous
bad passes and turnovers. Fin-
ally Wooster's domination of the
backboards, their nearly impreg-
nable defense, and Kenyon's
cveranxtousness to get the ball
paid their toll as Wooster pulled
out to a 20-14 edge with only five
minutes remaining in the first
half and they were never in ser-
ious trouble again.
Using a high post on offense,
Wooster was able to work the
ball for the good jump shot or
cause- the Lords to foul when a
Sect would break loose under the
basket., Kenyon's freshmen cen-
ters, Lany Finstrom and Kit
Marty, had difficulty containing
Wooster's 6' 5" Tim Jordan and
both players got into early foul
trouble. Coach Harrison was
forced to move freshman Ed
Shook, only 6', from his normal
guard spot to a forward position
which not only hurt the Lords'
rebounding, but also hurt their
ball control. Wooster, now able
to dominate the backboards easily
and taking advantage of Kenyon
mis-cues, was able to build up a
32-16 lead.
NOT ALL OF KENYON'S ball
control errors were caused by
their own inability, but the
Wooster defense completely broke
down all of Kenyon's offensive
patterns. Their tight man-to-man
defense held, the Lords to just six
points during the last five minutes
of the first half and the first five
minutes of the second half. 'l'he
taller, stronger Scots outmuscled
the Lords everywhere, making
cutting impossible on offense and
position on rebounds just as hard
to come by. The key to both
Wooster's offense and defense
was Buddy Harris, a powerfully
built 6' 5" forward who controlled
both boards all night, through
rugged rebounding while holding
Kenyon's Dick Fox to a mere five
points.
Finally, when Wooster held a
commanding 44-20 lead, Kenyon
was forced to press on defense to
get the ball and foul trouble vir-
tually put the game on ice for
Wooster. Midway through the
second half, Marty, Fox, and Fin-
strom all fouled out within a two
minute time period to give
Wooster even more cemplete dom-
ination of the rebounding than
they had had before.
NOW, WHEN KENYON was so
hopelessly out of contention, John
Dunlop started his one man come-
back. The six foot guard, had
been unimpressive during the
first 30 minutes of play, netting
only five points and appearing to
force many shots against the tall-
er defenders. However, during
the final 10 minutes of play Dun-
lop exploded. He fired in six :field
goals, often times under real pres-
sure or off balance, and dropped
in 12 of 13 free throws attempts
for a phenomenal 24 points during
10 minutes of play. Dunlop, who
pumped in 26 points in his debut
against Wilmington, made the
disheartened Kenyon fans take
note and many are starting to pull
out the record books from the
days of Jeff Slade and Eppa
Rixey.
Wooster's complete control of
the game become painfully clear
when looking at the final statis-
tics. Kenyon hit 18% of the shots
from the floor during the first half
and only 25% during the game
while Wooster popped in a re-
spectable 42% of their shots.
Wooster so completely dominated
the rebounding that they more
than doubled the Lords rebound
output in the flrst half, 28·12, and
outbounded the Lords 61-37 over-
all.
KENYON FIVE BEGINS SEASO
WITH THREE FROSH STARTER
by Harold Basel
The Lord basketball team has begun its eighth se
under the tutelege of Mr. Robert W. Harrison. The team
rely heavily on several freshmen as only two upperclassm
sophomores, Dick Fox and Terry Parmelee, will play.
tain Gene Harley has already been sidelined for the rest
this semester with pulled ligaments in his left knee. As lh
are only 13 on the squad, seven men have been designated
starters.
DICK FOX, TERRY PARME·
lee, John "The Coshocton Kid"
Dunlop, Ed Shook, Larry Fin.
strom, Kit Marty and Don Swartz
are the Lord's main core. Dun-
lop, an All-Ohio player last year
and Shook, from Cleveland, will
start as guards. Finstrom at seven
feet and Marty will alternate at
center, and Fox and Parmelee will
play the forward positions. Coach
Harrison can not now predict the
character of the upcoming season.
He believes that the first four
games will indicate much though,
as we are competing in the na-
tion's toughest small college con·
baskets. Fox and Finstrom were
our key men under the boards.
Ffnstrom swished a hook and a
tap in, and Fox hit four jumpers.
As Ffnstrom collected three per-
sonal fouls, Kit Marty played at
center. Kenyon played aggres-
sively in the first half and always
led the play. At the first half's
close, Kenyon held a 51-32 lead.
Kenyon ran all over Wilming-
ton as the second half began.
Steals by Shook and Dunlop par~
alyzed the Quakers. The Lords
quickly opened a 22 point lead at
67-45. Finstrom made two beau,
tiful taps and blocked several
Quaker drives, .At 9:02 Parmelee
attempted a wide shot and val-
The winninq effort Wtts
ad coDBiderably by frellh
ace Dunlop. who scol'ed
points. to lift his averaq-et
points for three qmnes,
Toniqht lhe amazing Lc
face a strong Otterbein ti,
the Wertheimer Fieldb
with the tipoff set for 8:00,
iantly fell to his knees.
appeared to collect fouls a
at will. In this half he conve
11 of 12 free throw attempts.
a comfortable 84-61 lead with
left, Coach Harrison cleared
bench. This all·freshman five
into trouble as the Quakersi
advantage of our many badpa
and sloppy play. When Fi
fouled out, Marty and Ryan
further action. Dunlop scor~
final four points to cap the 92
romp.
JOHN DUNLOP turned in
unbelievable performance for
first collegiate contest, Re
high scorer with 26 points and
so led the team in assists
four. He hit 12 of 13 free I
attempts. Terry Parmelee foll
ed closely with 23 points andD
Fox racked 18. Fox was top
bounder with 19. Shook sec
12, Finstrom seven, and Ry
Swartz and Marty each hit
field goal. The team hit 36 of
field goal attempts and was 2D
30 from the charity line.
terence, he said. Akron and
tenberg, for example, have 0
proceeded to the NCAA small
lege championships.
''This team has the best atti
that I have seen in years.
play all-out and I hope this
continue," added Coach Hartl
Our greatest weakness is e
seen as lack of experience w
now specifically means a Jaek
leadership. The squad is slow
learning new patterns but
progress will be relative to
speed in learning. Because'
are young the team is still m
too many errors. Though
bench is not deep it is strc
one considers that we have 3
very strong and able players
But the team is coming, "If
stay 3 years, we could have
best Kenyon team ever," said
coach. He added that a
support from the "people on
Hill" is necessary for the t
success.
COACH HARRISON BELIE
that this team is much ahead
last year's squad at this time.'
have better shooters and rebo
ing, and our bench is strong
Our outside shooting and
speed are our greatest s
Many offensive and aer
drills have strengthened our f
damental skills. Running pW
large part in every practice.
John Dunlop will have rnu
do with the team's su
Though only a freshman, he
direct meat of the offense. He
had to make the necessary adi
ments of college basketball
will try to fill Harley's shoes.
rather sneakers. The team
gained. confidence in him
continuing to do so in S
Dunlop, an all-around plaYer,
particularly a :fine shooting
Coach Harrison has ecntld
Dunlop's abilities and expects
things from him.
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CLUB THAT PLA YS LIKE A TEAM
by Floyd S. Linton
Jfockeyis hardly even a sport at Kenyon, it has long been con-
deredonly a "club," and yet last year it was one of Kenyon's few
,inningteams. What the apellation club means is that the members
ave to beg money from the student council, from the president, or
rape it up among the team members the~selves-altogether about a
ousanddollars worth-to pay for uniforms, referees, and other
uipment. A couple times' a week the team drives to Columbus-
their own cars-to work out on the Ohio State Rink. When they
laY games, the team has to travel at least as far as Columbus, in
ropedcars, and they have to play without the benefit of a partisan
mecrowd. Yet last year, with the help of a few hot-shot fresh-
en, the whole team just playing for the hell of it, ran up a 6-3 won.
t record. And things look better for this year.
THE SUCCESS OF THE:KEN-
yon Hockey Club in the last few
years has been, in large part, due
to the efforts of senior Jim "Fes-
tus" Foster of Cleveland, Ohio,
where he learned the game from
ex-Cleveland Baron Steve Thur-
Ier. They nicknamed me 'Festus'
after this guy on the 'Gunsmoke'
show, who replaced Chester, and
who is always runnin' in and
sayin' 'Mr. Dillon, Mr. Dillon,
~ there's a fight in there. The guy's
!I
a grit really, he's always grubby,
and he's got a beard and he's al-
ways scratchtn' it." Festus knocks
Jl around his Peirce Hall apartment,
~ stuffed with boxes of gloves,
~ hockey sticks and other hockey
~. paraphenalia, wearing a two-day
61 growth of beard, a ragged T-shirt,
___ a Ibermuda shorts, and old sneakers,
no socks.estus" Foster, Captain of Ken_
D'S Hockey Club, works out on
e ice at the Ohio State rink in
lurnbus. Foster will start on
e firll_team line on this Tear's
unqand hotlT competitiY8 Ken·
D Hockey Club,
TIMES HAVE CHANGED how-
ever. Referees are better, Ken-
yon is considerably better, and
many more boys are out for
hockey these days. "My sopho-
more year I was about the best
player," Festus said, "now I'm
maybe eighth best." Last year
Kenyon had a freshman, Rob
Poole, who scored 17 points; this
year the center will be Chip Low,
ery and the goalie will probably
be Pete Lathrop, both freshmen.
All in all there are 26 men out for
'
hockey so far this year. "Our thirdFinish Third in Conference Re ays lin' 'hi, year ts better than the
d L T S· first line my freshman year," Fes-Lor 5 Have Long ane 0 w,m tus said. "W,'" going to have to
Co-captainEd Telling said this year's swimming team is "the best cut for the first time. Two years
am Kenyonhas ever had." Many people agree with him; and it is ago we played a game and we
bably true. Unfortunately Denison and Wittenberg are in the only had eight guys.Ihad to skate
mesituation. And as the Lords floundered in their wakes at the sixty minutes. Normally you
'0 Athletic Conference Relays last Saturday, this was made very change lines every two-and-a,
ldcnt. Kenyon finished a disappointed third, with 50, 30 and 39 half minutes. I can't even con-
lnts behind Wittenberg and Denison respectively, and did not ceive of playing sixty minutes any
ace first in any of the nine events:.c:c==--=-=c=-=-c:c--==-==--=--=c!::m=.:o~,,=.=,,=-=c-==-=c---=::-::=-==-
KENYON GRAPPLERS TO GIVE
CONFERENCE A TUMBLE
HE LORDS ONLY MANAG·
two thirds, and two second
eel, but did place at least sixth
t often in each event. The 300
Individual medlay relay of
n Hale, Doug Hutchinson, and
IT)' Witner placed second with
:02,7. The other second was
inedby Mike Pallin, Paul Mc-
rmick, Charlie Evans, and Wit_
r in the 400yd. free relay, with
:34.1clocking.
he third places were won in
400breast butterfly relay, and
the 200 yd. free relay. Jay
re, Hutchinson, Gred Kalm-
h, Ted Arnold made up the
estflyquartet; and Pallin, Tom
tton,Evans, and McCormick:in
free relay. Also swimming
the Lords were Jack Craw-
d, and Pete Arnold; diving
reMark Hanlon and Greg Of-
burger.
liE RELAYS MARKED the
d's quest for a thirteenth
ightOAC title. If they are to
rccmapowerful Denison, who
only one letterman from last
r's squad, and Wittenberg, the
ll\ must impove individually
Collectively. The winning
esof the relays are indicative
the rapidly improving caliber
theOACin SWimming; the re-
ts of increased importing and
sidizing of swimmers. The
terence should be rated as
of the fastest of the small
ege conferences in America.
hapsthe freshman majority on
leam is an asset; but it is an
I of potential It will take a
~Seasonto inculcate a Kenyon
t in the rookies, and arouse
t. spirit in the veterans-the
t that always manages to win
KenYonwhen it counts.
Festus cleared his throat as he
started to talk about the Hockey
team. "Oh, when I got here my
freshman year most of the team
were seniors. At the end of the
This year the Kenyon team can
have a better than .500 season if
it solves the problems of freshman
inexperience and inequality of
talent among the weight classes.
Last year's record was 2·9·1, but
6 of the 9 losses were in close
meets which Kenyon was leading
until the matches of the heavier
weight classes were decided. Last
year's team had only two seniors
and there is a strong group of
freshman on this year's squad.
Coach Watts states, "I'm looking
for a better year in the win and
loss column, that's for sure!"
THIS YEAR'S SQUAD has 25
men, more than any other squad
in Kenyon's history. The team is
so unusually big that the wrestlers
practice in two seperate 1V, hour
shifts. 8 of the 25 are freshman,
and four or five of the frosh are
likely to be the best in their
wleght classes.
One freshman likely to have a
very good record in the confer-
ence is Minnesotan Mark Hanlon,
who weighs in at 160, and was
champion of his high school con-
ference. Mr. Mike Brown will
probably wrestle at 167. He is
strong, quick, and as the coach
puts it, thinks wrestling very
well." Mike has an excellent rec-
ord in Greco-Roman wrestling, a
form which, unfortunately, has
rules far different from those of
NCAA.
Mike has to learn many new
moves, and it will be a while be-
fore he will be able to balance
his ability with experience. JeH
Kelly is presently the best in the
152 lb. weight class. He placed
season, we had a banquet and
some of the seniors-Funds Gund,
Bob Goldman, Cal Frost-got to-
gether and started talkin' about
how the future looked so grim,
with only four of us coming back
the next year, and so tehy elected
me and Ron Barrett Co-Captains.
The whole thing was sort of a
joke. The next year we had a few
guys, enough to win our tradition-
al winning game - against. Ohio
Northern. 1 remember one time
against Ohio Northern I got into
a fight with this guy and he hit
me over the head with his stick.
He really carved my head up and
I had to have a lot of stitches. But
the foul was called on me. Be-
fore they carried me off to the
hospital, I ran along sidelines and
yell 'you f--- s.o.b.' at the ref-
eree, and he just kept giving our
team penalties-of course I wasn't
about to go back into the game,"
The Greco-Roman Ex-Marine
by John Smyth
Frogman, tree surgeon, na- AFTER RECEIVING his diplo,
tionally-rated Greco-Roman rna in evening high school. Mike
wrestler, high school drop-out, became a night manager/bouncer
for a mid-town Manhattan resta-assistant restaurant manager,
urant. Mike applied to Kenyon,
demolition expert, etc. If "because my mother is a fanatical
there is anything that Mike Episcoplian."
Brown isn't, it is a run-of-the Mike is the 6th best Greco-Ro-
Hill Freshman at Kenyon Col- man wrestler in the United States
lege. a rating which he' received in
SPORTING A MUSCULAR competition at the 1964New York
neck about IV, inches wider than World's Fair. "But that isn't
his head, Brown is the classical worth much," protests Brown,
image of a U. S. Marine. His 6' "because first of all there aren't
Ilh" frame is so obviously power- very many good wrestlers who
fUI that the universal reaction of
wrestle Greco-Roman. It will bethose who see Mike for the first
time is, "@§%*@!1!! I want this a while before I will be able to
guy on my side!" Mike's home is wrestle well here, because I have
Manhattan Island, but he talks to start learning the NCAA meth ,
in a slow forceful Southernish ad from the beginning." Mike
drawl effectively adorned with hopes to play lacrosse in the
bits of wry humor. Although he spring, and he occasionally works
does not seem to enjoy talking with weights. At his peak he
about it, Brown has one of the bench.pressed 275 pounds six
most interesting backgrounds of times.
all the freshman class. MIKE GETS ALONG well with
the freshmen, and not because
they are afraid of not being on
his side. However, the age dif-
ference between most freshmen
and 2l-year·old Brown led Brown
to ask for a room in the Delt div-
ision starting second semester.
When he entered Kenyon, Mike
did not plan to join a fraternity:
too much Mickey Mouse after the
Marines. Almost at the last mo-
ment he decided to join a frat to
see what it really would be like,
and he says now that he is glad
that he decided to join. On being
asked why he chose the Delta,
Brown gives a sort of guilty
smile, but no definite reason. It
is said that Mike adds a lot to the
lineups, particularly when singled
out by 5' 3" active Bill Bennett.
Brown is really more than a
pledge, mainly because he is not
the type of fellow to whom an
active is likely to want to stress
his seniority.
Half way through junior year,
Mike dropped out of high school
because, "I just wasn't getting
anywhere and I didn't realize the
value of education." Following
the example of his older brother
(Marine, Phi Beta Kappa, Alter-
nate Rhodes Scholar) he joined
the Marines and was trained to
be a frog-man-demolitions expert
who would make hostile beaches
2nd in his high school divisional safe for landing troops of demo,
championship, and he is expec- cracy. But he seems to have
ted to have a very successful sea- liked better his assignment as a
son. Freshmen Bill Kruger, Bob Lieutenant-General's chauffeur:
Leighton and Bob Gladstone are "It wasn't bad. I used to drag
all competing for the top position him out of taverns when he got
at 123pounds, and coach Watts is dr-unk, and played handball with
pleased with the performances of him every morning." After the
all three. Gladstone placed 3rd in service, Mike became a tree sur-
his prep school tournament. Jack geon and went to evening high
Lentz is another freshman show- school. His grades in night school
ing promise, and P. G. Thomas were outstanding compared to his
may start in the 130 class if he grades before he joined the Mar-
ean bring his weight down from ines. Mike explains that "The
137. Marine corps didn't really im-
prove me as an individual, but it MIKE IS DOING quite well
THE EXPECTED STARS of the did help me to see exactly where academically, and he is trying to
season. along with Mark Hanlon, I stood: I don't feel in a dispara, close in on a 3 point average. If
are Dick Greiser and Captain Bill ging way towards janitors, but I all goes according to schedule, he
Judson. an experienced wrestler don't want to take one's place will enter Harvard Graduate
whose 1965record was 8.3-1, will in society." Business School in four years.
wrestle at 145. Greiser weighs I;::==::':-~::;--::~~~-===:;:-.IH ;;;;;:,;;;;;;;;;:--;;;;;i-ii;;j;i;;i;;:
137,and he is very tough to beat. freshmen, and a lack of strength Hiram, Denison and Baldwin_
Sophomore Nonnan Hartzel will in the heavier weight divisions. Wallace have beaten Kenyon so
be fighting P. G. Thomas to be Although many of the freshmen consistently in the past that this
first at 130 pounds. Although were on high school teams ex. year is the last that they will be
Hartzel wrestled only half of a experience in college meets is im- on Kenyon's schedule. Coach
season last year, he pinned five portant. This year the heavy Watts quickly summed. up the
out of his seven opponents. Sen. wrestlers are being given special position of this year's squad: "We
ior John Lowey is likely to be attention, and the team hopes won't be the world beater, but
the team's top 177pounder, Soph_ that the addition of Mike Brown Ir=we='ll=h=a=v=,=a=g=~=d=t=ea=m=.'='===,
omore Ed Gaines is expected. to and Mark Hanlon will also help Ii
fill in the 191lb. position and Bob the team to eliminate the weak.
Wallace will wrestle heavyweight. ness in the heavy classes which
An addition to this year's team plagued last year's team. An~
which may be more valuable than other problem is the lack of a
expected is a modern 'insulite' good wrestler whose natural
wrestling mat which cost $1,200, wrestling weight is 130 pounds.
used. There were several injuries However the team expects all of
last year and the 'insulite' mat the problems to be solVed,and the
makes injuries rare: an egg members anticipate at last a .500
thrown 14feet high will not break season. When asked about the
on an 'insulite' mat. teams Kenyon will face this year,
THE: TEAM HAS TWO P:ROB. Walts says, "each team is the
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Kenyon's Lectureship program for the second semester
will be highlighted by a lecture on the civil rights movement
by promnent Negro psychologist Kenneth B. Clark.
DR. CLARK. A KEY FIGURE isdiction of the lectureship com-
in the City College of New York's mittee. During the second sem-
psychology department, and the ester, the Concentus Musicus, a
founder of Haryou, a rights group fine musical group, and Nicanur
in Harlem, will deliver a lecture Zabaleta, a well-known harpist,
entitled "The Basic Issues in the will perform in Rosse Hall. The
Negro Revolt" scheduled for Philo Concentus Musicus is scheduled
Hall on February 25. Lecture- for January 20, and Zabaleta for-
ship chairman James Michael ex- February 7.
pressed the feeling that Clark's 1--------------
lecture would be the highlight of
the semester lectures.
Also of prominent importance
in the lecture series will be Gor-
don Craig, Phi Beta Kappa visit-
ing scholar. Dr. Craig, a prom-
inent historian affiliated with
Stanford University, will be
speaking March 7 in Rosse.
Two of Kenyon's professors will
be addressing Kenyon students in
the second semester. Professor
Paul Schwartz of the music de-
partment is scheduled to speak
on "Music for the Masses," part of
a programmed study of music he
is currently preparing for publi-
cation. Professor Schwartz's Iec,
ture will be held in Philo Hall
January 24. Also speaking in the
series will be Professor Robert
Weber of the Psychology Depart-
ment. Professor Weber's topic
will be Grammar and the Psy-
chologist and is scheduled for
February 4 in Philo.
Later in the semester, Miss Mar-
ia Corvin, well-known English
actress, will be making a special
trip to Kenyon to deliver a series
of readings from Isak Dinesen,
from the Hill Theatre stage. The
reading is set for March 28.
Following Miss Corvin will be
Professor Howard Hanson, mrec,
tor Emeritus of the Eastman
School of Music. Professor Han-
son's lecture will be held April 4 1--------------
in Rosse.
A lecture on "The Art Scene
Today" by Robert S. Lee, part
time professor of art at Madmont
College, will conclude the lecture-
ship series. Professor Lee is a
commercial artist, and will speak
April 25 in Philo.
Also during the lectureship sea.
son will be a lecture-demonstra-
tion on pottery by Byron Temple
on April 11, followed by e dem-
onstration of his pottery work
during the following week. Ear-
lier in the semester, Professor
Leon Twarog of OhioState Uni-
versity will speak on "The State
of Russian and Slavic Studies in
the United States."
Although not lectures, the two
Gund concerts fall under the jur-
Kenyon's annual mid-year ex-
odus has begun. Two professors
of the math department, William
Transue and David Ryeburn, have
announced their intention to take
leave of Kenyon's sward at the
close of this semester. Transue
has has been with the Kenyon
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and status. This frequently has
resulted in a loss of deferment. A
Wayne State University student
arrested in a "Vietnik" demon-
stration had his classification
changed to I-A. The reason was
his failure to report a change of
his status-c.hla arrest (sic).
Anyone older than 23 or 24 who
does not have a solid deferment or
exemption can consider his draft
imminent. Fatherhood, classifi-
cation as a full-time student, reg-
ular work in a defense job, are
among the reasons for deferment
besides disqualification on physi,
calor mental grounds.
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS
are judged individually rather
than by standards. ThE:.'true con-
sciencious objector is not so much
afraid of being killed as he is a-
fraid of killing someone (remem-
ber this).
The "evils" of local autonomy
is evident in that a man deferred
by one board might be classified
I-A by another depending on pop- I
ulation factors. The basis for the
local board's authority is the be-
lief, incorporated in law, that
young men would get a more
sympatheic hearing from a local
board than a distant bureacuracy.
THE ONLY NOTICABLE EF-
feet of the recent wave of pacifist
demonstrations is that some men,
asked about what happened to
old draft cards when applying for
replacement of missing ones, Ire- I ~=============iii============1
quently reply, "I burned it." The II
boards usually go along with the
joke without further inquiry be-
cause anyone who really burned
his draft card would hardly apply
for a new one.
"Set>vingaU of Knox County"
LATE NEWS BRIEFS
The editors of HIKA, the under-
graduate literary magazine, have
announced that another issue of
their publication will be ready
sometime late in January.
IN ORDER TO make this issue
more successful than the last,
which was conspicuously lacking
in some departments, the editors
have called on the student body
to submit any material which
they deem worthy of publication
in HIKA. Peter White, the fic-
tion editor, wishes to redeem his
sterile output in the last Issue by
presenting a mass of undergradu-
ate fiction. Also, the editor-a are
on the lookout for any new poetry
or literary criticism produced by
students this year.
Michael Berryhill, editor-in-
chief, has announced that, des-
pite the denial by the Special
Projects Committee of his re-
quest for monies to finance a spec-
iaI issue, the issue will appear as
one of the four yearly numbers.
The Special Issue will offer ma-
terial written by "outside contrib-
utors" including some students
and professors at other schools.
Hamilton Departs
Charles L. Hamilton. Associate
Professor of Hilitory. hal an·
nounced that he plans to leave
Kenyon at the termination of the
semester, Mr. Hami10n will leave
to accept a post as Associate Pro·
fessor of History at Simon Fraser
University in Vancouver. Bruish
Columbia.




This was the scene as two bualccds of cuties from Western Coli
discharged their pleasant cargo in the Peirce Hall parking let
Saturday •.. The girls were here at the invitation of the social ell
miltee and seventy-live unseen dates from Kenyon who had signed
with hopes of the best. One girl informed a reporter that the
of Students at Western is encouraging more traffic with Kenyo
Asked whether this is Western's o:ttempt at varsity compeli'
with Lake Erie. the girl replied ambiguously. "No. It just seems
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Charles M. Schulz's newest cartoon book, ··A CHARLIE SR OWN
CHRISTMAS,'· is a heartwarming, truly delightful Christmas story
e perfect gift for both youngsters and oldsters. 48 pages, full.colo;
throughout. $2.50.
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